GCSE ENGLISH
L ANGUAGE
U N I T 2 : D E S C R I P T I O N , N A R R AT I O N A N D
EXPOSITION

Question (and
answer) booklet

Resource (texts)
booklet

PAPER INFORMATION
Reading (Section A)
- 10 mins reading
- 50 mins answering
Writing (Section B)
- 10 mins on B1 (proofreading)
- 10 mins planning
- 40 mins on ONE of the writing tasks

You do have
some time to
adapt in this
part of the
paper.

READING!
HINTS AND TIPS!

EXPLODE THE
QUESTIONS!
Make sure you have a highlighter/pen/pencil
so that you can EXPLODE THE
QUESTIONS!
You should be thinking:
Ø What type of question is this?
Ø How have I been taught to approach it?
Ø What is the focus/subject of the question?
Ø How many marks is the question worth?
Ø How much space do I have to answer it?
ü

LOCATE/RETRIEVE/FIND/GIVE/LIST
ü Low marks (usually)
ü Sometimes find the quote/evidence and copy it
ü May be from an infographic text and require
reading of numeracy
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VERBAL REASONING
ü Often multiple-choice
üEliminate the distractors!
ü Think about what the word sounds like
ü Have you heard it before?
ü Read the word in the context of the sentence
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ü Deduce and reduce your options
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PISA TEXT PURPOSES / TYPES
üThere will be one question across the two papers.
üUNIT 3 IS THE MOST LIKELY.
üIt should be a tick box response.
PERSONAL: texts
that are intended
to satisfy an
individual’s
personal interests.
For example:
letters, fiction,
diary-style blogs.

PUBLIC: texts that
relate to activities
and concerns of the
larger society.
For example: public
notices, news
websites.

OCCUPATIONAL:
related to work.
For example: job
advertisement in a
newspaper or
online.

EDUCATIONAL:
usually designed
specifically for the
purpose of
instruction.
For example:
text books,
interactive learning
software.

EXPLAIN
ü Provide a quote and explain how it addresses the
question (cause and effect)
ü Use causal connectives (NEXT SLIDE!)
üLabel your points on the copy of the text (this can help
you to keep track)
ü Keep the quotes brief and precise
üUse a range of evidence and ideas
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EXPLANATIONS ARE ALL ABOUT ‘CAUSE AND EFFECT’. IT
IS THEREFORE HELPFUL TO HAVE THE VOCABULARY TO
EXPLAIN THESE RELATIONSHIPS:
meaning
that
as a
result
consequently

means
for the reason
that
results in

because
so
therefore

8/8 EXPLAIN RESPONSE:
EXPLAIN HOW BAKING CAN HELP TO
IMPROVE PEOPLE’S MENTAL HEALTH
Qureshi first describes baking as a calming activity, as
she uses the phrase ‘baking soothes the soul.’ Here, she
is referring to baking as being an activity which anyone
can do, in order to ‘soothe’ the body and help it switch
off from the negative aspects of life. Baking can improve
someone’s health by shutting off from the outside world
to just bake.

Also, Qureshi refers to ‘the process’ of baking as
‘therapeutic’. This means that baking is a good form of
therapy for ‘improving your mood.’ The adjective
‘therapeutic’ shows that baking is effective against mental
health issues as it can help ‘brighten up a blue day.’
Furthermore, baking can help maintain a good mood
because it can be thought of as an ‘escape’ from the world,
where you have ‘something to show off’ and be proud of.
The sense of accomplishment can help brighten someone’s
mood because it means that a person feels they have
something to offer this world.

Novelist Marian Keyes uses baking to ‘help her deal with
depression.’ According to Keyes, baking ‘gets [her] through’;
through what, we don’t know, but maybe it’s the struggles of
everyday life, or something else entirely. It does show that baking
can help people in a poor mental state.
According to the ‘organiser’ of the Depressed Cake Shop, Emma
Thomas, baking is ‘relaxing’ and it has ‘helped many people.’
Because it is considered to be ’relaxing’, people use that to
their advantage and use it to get away from the stress they are
facing. As baking is ‘instantly rewarding’, it means that
people can enjoy the food they have baked almost straight away.

8/8

IMPRESSIONS
ü Provide an adjective giving your impression
ü Back it up with a quote
ü Do this for the amount of marks the question
requires
ü Have a range of vocabulary to precisely convey
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SUMMARY
ü 3 rules
ü Shorter than the original
ü Use your own words
ü Main points only
ü Can use extended bullet points
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SYNTHESIS
üSynthesis is NOT comparison
üThe question should say ‘SYNTHESISE’
üFocus on what the question wants you to pick out
üDon’t blur the texts together (all texts say …)
üWrite about one text (with quotes) and then the other (with quotes)
üMake sure that you cover each text in an equal amount/way
üYou can write about one text first and then your second text
üYou are allowed to alternate paragraphs (if you choose to write more
than one about each of the texts)
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SYNTHESIS
Using information from Text D and Text E,
synthesise the reasons why people bake. [10]
You must refer to both texts to support your
comments on the language the writers have used.
Explode the question!

COMPARISON

ü Clearly label which text you are talking about
(Text A / Text B / Evans says…/In the article ‘The
Crazy Catz’, it states…)
ü Use your comparison connectives/phrases
ü Think of ‘ping-pong’ between texts
ü You are not looking for 5 similarities and 5
differences particularly
OT
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COMPARE QUESTION
• Compare the writers’ attitudes to health and safety and how they
get across their ideas. [10]
• You need to be considering language, tone and devices used for the second part
of the question.
• Top ‘Band’ descriptor: Give 9-10 marks to those who make comparisons that are sustained and
detailed, showing clear understanding of how the writers convey their attitudes
You don’t just
observe the
obvious
similarities and
differences.
You notice
subtleties.

You can see the
similarities and
differences in tone,
and the language and
devices used to create
that tone.

All of your answer is
relevant. You track
through the texts and
ensure full coverage.
You use connectives.

EXPLODE THE QUESTION
Similarities and
Differences

Viewpoint

Both texts are about tattoos. Compare
what the writers think about tattoos and
how they present these opinions?
Analyse the way (10 marks)
HOW =
Quotes and
explanations

they express
their opinion –
language and
structure

Essential for
A/A*

HOW DOES THE WRITER…
üAnalyse language!
üUse short, relevant quotations
ü Evaluate how the writer is using language/techniques –
what is the effect? (INFERENCE)
ü Unit 2 – creative techniques
ü Unit 3 - AFOREST
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LANGUAGE TO EXPLORE A TEXT
(HOW/ANALYSIS/IMPRESSIONS)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrates…
Implies…
Suggests…
Indicates…
Shows…
Evokes…
Creates the
impression…

EXPLORING THE TONE OF A WRITER’S LANGUAGE
Tone
• Apologetic
• Appreciative
• Concerned
• Critical
• Defensive
• Direct
• Encouraging
• Enthusiastic
• Formal
• Frustrated
• Hopeful
• Humorous
• Informal
• Inspirational
• Ironic

Meaning
sorry
grateful; thankful
worried or interest
finding fault
defending
straightforward; honest
optimistic
excited; energetic
respectful; appropriate behavior
angry because of not being able to do something
looking forward to something; optimistic
funny; comical
not formal; relaxed
uplifting; reassuring
different from what is expected or the opposite of what is meant

• Judgmental

judging others; critical

• Lighthearted

happy, carefree

• Mocking

scornful; ridiculing; making fun of someone

• Negative

unhappy; pessimistic

• Neutral

neither good nor bad; neither for nor against

• Nostalgic

thinking about the past; wishing for something from the past

• Objective

without prejudice; without discrimination; fair

• Optimistic

hopeful; cheerful

• Pessimistic

seeing the bad side of things

• Sarcastic

scornful; mocking; ridiculing

• Sentimental

thinking about feelings, especially when remembering the past

• Sincere

honest; truthful; earnest

• Sympathetic

compassionate; understanding of how someone feels

• Urgent

insistent; saying something must be done soon

EDITING
(5 MARKS)
üUse your verbal
reasoning skills.
üFollow the
instructions /
requirements very
carefully.
üUse your
sequencing skills.

WRITING!
HINTS AND TIPS!

PROOFREADING (UNIT 2)
• 5 marks
• You have to correct the errors! It is not enough to just
circle or underline them.
• Use any space to work things out before you write on the
five lines/in the five spaces.
• Remember that this is a test of spelling, punctuation and
grammar and NOT phone numbers!

PROOFREADING (5 MARKS AT THE
START OF THE WRITING SECTION)

REMEMBER THE 5 LINES/NUMBERS! YOU MUST
WRITE THE CORRECT ANSWERS!

WHAT TO WATCH
OUT FOR…
• To / too / two
• You / you’re (you are)
• Their / there / they’re (they are)
• Would have (not would of!)
• Should have (not should of!)
• Could have (not could of!)
• a lot / a bit / each other REMEMBER YOUR SPACES!

THREE PURPOSES!
• Description (impressionistic)
• Narration (recount/account/story)
• Exposition (explaining a process and being subjective)

BE CAREFUL!
IF THEY THROW
SOMETHING IN THAT
YOU DO NOT EXPECT…
Step back and check your
purpose carefully. Look out for
the key words or phrases in
the question.

TIPS FOR EXTENDED WRITING
• Explode the question – answer the task you are given
• Hit the word count
• Plan – PAFT, bullet point ideas

•Paragraph your work – TiP-ToP
• Proofread and check your work
• Use ambitious vocabulary
• Use a range of techniques in your writing to engage the reader

SAMPLE NARRATION TASK

WRITE AN ACCOUNT OF YOUR FIRST DAY AT SCHOOL
Pair of adjectives:
Scared and nervous, I reluctantly walked through the school gates.
Adverb:
Nervously, I sat at my desk, shifting from cheek to cheek as I desperately needed the toilet but
didn’t dare to ask.
Subordinate clause:
Since the teacher had reassured me after my ‘little accident’, the day moved along a little more
smoothly.
Present tense participle (-ing word):
Relishing playing dolls with my new best friend, I failed to hear the all important bell!
Adjective:
Determined to win the award tomorrow, I practised writing my name over and over again.

WRITE AN ACCOUNT OF A TIME YOU
HAD TO LOOK AFTER SOMEBODY.
• Keep it realistic!
• It’s pointing you to a personal account.
• It’s personal writing with a sense of plot and progression.
• Use ambitious language.
• Opt for the first-person!
• Make it interesting, engaging and believable.

WRITING PURPOSES:
LOOK FOR THE CLUES!
Write about a time when
you had to look after a
relative.
What’s the purpose?
How should you write this piece?

Write about a memorable journey you have made
Slow writing rules:
ü Your first sentence must be five words long;
ü Your second sentence must begin with the word ‘And’;
ü Your third sentence must be one word long;
ü Your fourth sentence must be four words long and be a question;
ü Your fifth sentence must be five words long and also be a question;
ü Your sixth sentence must start with a pronoun (I, we, he, she, it etc.) and be six words long;
ü Your seventh sentence must repeat the first three words of the previous sentence;
ü Your eighth sentence must begin with the last word of the previous sentence.

My example (I’m thinking of a journey to Anglesey that ended up in Conwy instead):
It was a glorious trip. And although we did not reach our intended destination, it had been a
journey of adventures, challenges and laughter. Perfect. Does the destination matter?
Shouldn’t the journey matter more? I firmly believe that it does. I firmly believe that the
entertaining episode with an insistent satnav and the tunes of Ed Sheeran blasting from the
car stereo provided far more entertainment than anyone could ever imagine. Imagine the
hypnotising effect of fish and chips eaten from the paper whilst balancing awkwardly on a
wall looking out to sea, and the terrifying life and death experience of holding an ice-cream in
the presence of a seagull. They were all far more significant than what I would have
experienced at the originally intended postcode. Postcodes are meaningless until you arrive.
As we never arrived at our intended destination, my journey was one of unexpected
adventures and unrivalled experiences.

NARRATION

NARRATION (CONTINUED)

Takes place over
a short period of
time

Use !
? () : ;

Aim to
create a
memory /
impression
rather than a
story

Description
Use
different
sentence
starters

Show
don’t
tell

Use
the 5
senses

KEY TIPS FOR DESCRIPTION
Don’t state what events take place. It is not a recount.
Add details that will interest and engage the reader.
These will be ideas that your reader will have to work out for
themselves from the impressions you create through your language.

show not tell

sensible and
effective use of
imagery

ambitious
vocabulary

‘SHOW NOT TELL’
Show not tell is a way of presenting images to
the reader in a piece of writing and allowing
the reader to work out the connotations of
the image themselves without being told what
to think by the author.

Telling:
She was frightened.
Showing:
Goosebumps travelled up her fair
skin and her mouth went horribly dry.
Her hands began to shake
uncontrollably but her feet became
lead weights that refused to move.

PART OF A DESCRIPTION

EXPOSITION

TOP TIPS FOR EXPOSITION
• If you are given a quote, use it to form your introduction.
• Use Standard English and remember that this is a formal piece of writing.
• Be reasoned, sensible and logical.
• Use the influence of the reading texts to help you. Reflect a few ideas in your
own words.
• Focus on reasons.
• Have a clear introduction and 3-4 main points you can develop.
• Conclude your response.
• YOU ARE NOT ARGUING OR PERSUADING!
• DO NOT BE REPETITIVE!

EXPOSITION
Look out for
‘explain’, ‘explaining’,
‘giving reasons’ or
‘your opinion’.

Just remember to give clear
reasons and explanations!

INTRODUCTION PLAN
1. Engage with the topic. Show
you understand the importance
of the discussion.
2. Show you understand the two
sides of the argument.
(Some; others)
3. State your opinion clearly.

1. ENGAGE WITH THE TOPIC
Driving Age Increase?
It cannot be denied that being able to drive in the twentyfirst century has become a necessity rather than just a
luxury. Being able to easily jump into a treasured automobile
and quickly travel to a chosen location gives a sense of
freedom that teenagers cannot achieve until they themselves
join the exclusive motorists’ club.

2. SOME; OTHERS
Some people suggest that seventeen-year-olds are not
mature enough to be behind the wheel of what can be a lethal
piece of machinery; other people argue that teenagers need
to be given this responsibility so that they do not become an
unnecessary burden on their parents.

3. My Opinion
Whilst I understand that the safety of all parties
involved is paramount, I cannot rob seventeenyear-olds from being able to drive. Being able to
drive is essential to young people, not a luxury
that should be taken away from them.

It cannot be denied that being able to drive in the
twenty-first century has become a necessity rather than
just a luxury. Being able to easily jump into a treasured
automobile and quickly travel to a chosen location gives a
sense of freedom that teenagers cannot achieve until
they themselves join the exclusive motorists’ club. Some
people suggest that seventeen-year-olds are not mature
enough to be behind the wheel of what can be a lethal
piece of machinery; other people argue that teenagers
need to be given this responsibility so that they do not
become an unnecessary burden on their parents. Whilst I
understand that the safety of all parties involved is
paramount, I cannot rob seventeen-year-olds from being
able to drive. Being able to drive is essential to young
people, not a luxury that should be taken away from them.

VOCABULARY CHOICES…
Avoid the following:
- nice
- good
- bad
- things / stuff
Be ambitious! Think carefully about how to impress
the examiner!

